IDT to Showcase its Latest Wireless Power Advancements at CES 2019
December 17, 2018
SAN JOSE, Calif., Dec. 17, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Integrated Device Technology, Inc. (IDT) (NASDAQ: IDTI), will give customers a look at the
evolution of wireless power with demonstrations of new technology at CES 2019 in Las Vegas, the global exhibition for innovation. IDT has lead the
first wave of wireless power adoption and continues to be at the core of most smartphone receiver and transmitter device implementation. As the
market enters the next phase of 'early majority' adoption and predicted to grow towards 2 billion receiver/transmitter device shipments by 2013, IDT is
ready to unveil and demonstrate the next disruptive wireless power technology developments.

Attendees can request to see the demonstrations and to meet with IDT's wireless power experts during the show, January 8-11, 2019.
IDT's wireless power technology demonstrations at CES will include:

Bi-directional communications: smart, contextually aware transmitters also enable authentication
Innovative cooling technology: to enable faster wireless charging
Devices as both receivers and transmitters: the next step for the portable power ecosystem
In-vehicle wireless charging: customer reference board and GUI for quick deployment
Wirelessly-powered smart locks: next-generation battery-less security technology for electronic locks
IDT is a wireless power pioneer and the global leader in solutions for both the Rx used in smartphones and other applications, as well as the Tx used
in charging pads and automotive in-car applications. To learn more about IDT's wireless power technology, visit idt.com/wirelesspower.
About IDT
Integrated Device Technology, Inc. develops system-level solutions that optimize its customers' applications. IDT's market-leading products in RF, high
performance timing, memory interface, real-time interconnect, optical interconnect, wireless power, and smart sensors are among the company's
broad array of complete mixed-signal solutions for the communications, computing, consumer, automotive and industrial segments. Headquartered in
San Jose, Calif., IDT has design, manufacturing, sales facilities and distribution partners throughout the world. IDT stock is traded on
the NASDAQ Global Select Stock Market® under the symbol "IDTI." Additional information about IDT can be found at idt.com. Follow IDT
on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube.
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